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ABSTRACT Scaling techniques were used to analyze the fractal nature of colonies of 15 cell lines growing in vitro as well as
of 16 types of tumor developing in vivo. All cell colonies were found to exhibit exactly the same growth dynamics—which
correspond to the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) universality class. MBE dynamics are characterized by 1), a linear growth
rate, 2), the constraint of cell proliferation to the colony/tumor border, and 3), surface diffusion of cells at the growing edge.
These characteristics were experimentally veriﬁed in the studied colonies. That these should show MBE dynamics is in strong
contrast with the currently established concept of tumor growth: the kinetics of this type of proliferation rules out exponential or
Gompertzian growth. Rather, a clear linear growth regime is followed. The importance of new cell movements—cell diffusion at
the tumor border—lies in the fact that tumor growth must be conceived as a competition for space between the tumor and the
host, and not for nutrients or other factors. Strong experimental evidence is presented for 16 types of tumor, the growth of which
cell surface diffusion may be the main mechanism responsible in vivo. These results explain most of the clinical and biological
features of colonies and tumors, offer new theoretical frameworks, and challenge the wisdom of some current clinical strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Tumor growth is a complex process ultimately dependent on
tumor cells proliferating and spreading in host tissues. The
search for the underlying mechanisms of tumor development
and progression has been largely focused on the molecular
changes accounting for the malignant phenotype at the cell
level, while our knowledge on tumor growth dynamics has
remained scarce. In part, this has been due to difﬁculties in
developing tools able to describe growth processes associ-
ated with disordered phenomena. As with many natural
objects, cell colonies are fractal (Losa et al., 1992; Cross
et al., 1995; Losa, 1995), and a description of their very
complex contours using classical Euclidean geometry is very
difﬁcult to provide. However, the contours of objects can
give valuable indications about their dynamic behavior, and
the fractal nature of the contours of tumors/cell colonies—
with their scale invariance (self-afﬁne character)—allow
scaling analysis to be used to determine this.
A very important implication of the spatial and temporal
symmetries of tumors is that certain universal quantities
(termed critical exponents) can be deﬁned which allow the
characterization of tumor growth dynamics. In turn, this
allows the main physical mechanisms responsible for their
growth processes to be determined.
The current view of tumor growth kinetics is based on the
general assumption that tumor cells grow exponentially
(Shackney, 1993). Such kinetics agrees with the unlimited
proliferative activity of tumor cells recorded in early, mainly
in vitro, studies. However, a number of poorly explained
issues remain in disagreement with an exponential regime of
cell proliferation. For example, there is an evident discrep-
ancy between the exponential tumor growth theory and
experimental data obtained from tumor cells growing in
vivo: tumor doubling times have been found to greatly
exceed cell cycle times. Lower-than-expected activity of
tumor cells and greater-than-expected aneuploidy have also
been consistently found. These issues are of great importance
since both radiotherapy and chemotherapy are entirely based
on cytokinetics.
In a previous article (Bru´ et al., 1998) we mathematically
described the growth dynamics of colonies derived from
a tumor cell line (rat astrocyte glioma C6), which raised
reasonable doubts about the exponential cell proliferation
theory. The novel approach used in this study was based on
fractality (Mandelbrot, 1982) and scale invariance of the
colony contour. These cells form colonies that are fractal
objects which can be characterized by a fractal dimension (a
measure of their degree of complexity). This allows the use
of scaling analysis (Mandelbrot, 1982; Baraba´si and Stanley,
1995; Bru´ et al., 1998) for determining their dynamic
behavior, which was found compatible with the molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) universality class (Bru´ et al., 1998).
In the present study, different cells lines and different
types of solid tumor were studied to determine whether such
growth dynamics also apply to them. In the case of cells
cultivated in vitro, all cells growing as colonies have
dynamics compatible with the MBE universality. These
dynamics are characterized by: 1), a linear growth rate, 2),
the constraint of growth activity to the outer border of the cell
colony or tumor, and 3), diffusion at the colony surface. In
this work, the term ‘‘linear’’ means that the colony radius
grows linearly with time. With respect to tumors growing in
vivo, common characteristics were seen in all cases, several
of which were common to those of tumors growing in vitro.
In all cases, growth in these in vivo tumors was limited to the
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tumor border (Figs. 6–8), which could indicate that the
mechanisms at work in vitro are also those at work in vivo.
The Discussion will provide clinical and biological evidence
that this is the case.
As shown in this article, any type of tumor developing in
vivo has most of its cell proliferation constrained to the
border. This may indicate that cell surface diffusion is the
main mechanism responsible for growth in any type of tumor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines
Cell lines were obtained from the Servicio de Inmunologı´a, Hospital Clı´nico
San Carlos (Madrid, Spain) and from ATCC (American Type Cell Culture,
Rockville, MD).
Cell colonies
Cell colonies were formed in 5-cm-diameter petri dishes by shedding
disaggregated cells at low density (1000 to 5000 cell/ml) in a culture
medium that completely covered them. The medium employed for HT-29,
HeLa, 3T3, 3T3 K-ras, and 3T3 V-src cell lines was RPMI 1640, 2mM
L-glutamine, 80 mg/ml gentamicin, and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). For
the C6 cell line, a mixture of Dulbecco modiﬁed Eagle medium (DMEM)
and F12 Ham’s mixture (F12) in a 1:1 ratio supplemented with 10% FBS
was used; for MCA3D, AT5 and Car B was supplemented with Ham’s
mixture and 10% FBS. For HT-29 M6, C-33 A, Saos-2, VERO C, and
Mv1Lu, DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS was employed. After 48 h of
culture, various individual clones containing 4–8 cells were chosen for
study. Cultures were maintained in a 5% CO2 atmosphere at 378C, carefully
changing half of the culture medium every three days.
Tumor sections
All human tumors were spontaneous tumors surgically removed from
human patients at the Hospital Clı´nico San Carlos (Madrid, Spain). Tissue
sections (4 mm thick) were obtained from parafﬁn-embedded material on
poly-L-lysine-coated glass slides. After deparafﬁnization and rehydration,
the sections underwent microwave treatment three times for 5 min.
Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked with hydrogen peroxide for
15 min. Sections were incubated with Ki-67 (MIB-1, diluted 1:50;
Immunotech, Marseille, France) for 1 h at room temperature; they were
then incubated with biotinylated secondary antibody for 20 min, followed by
treatment with streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase complex (LSAB kit, Dako,
Milan, Italy) for 20 min at room temperature. The sections were rinsed with
several changes of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) between steps. Color
was developed with diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride. Light counter-
staining was performed with hematoxylin.
Bromodeoxyuridine labeling
Cell cultures were pulsed with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (10 mM) for 1 h
at 378C. After washing with prewarmed Hanks’ balanced salt solution,
cells were ﬁxed (8 min) with methanol:acetone (2:1) at 208C, washed with
PBS, and submitted to further incubation (1 h) with 1M HCl. BrdU
was immunodetected by means of anti-BrdU speciﬁc antibodies, using
a secondary antibody coupled with peroxidase and the diaminobenzidine
tetrahydrochloride-substrate chromogen system.
Counting procedure
Ki-67 positive cells were deﬁned as having brown nuclear staining. Ki-67
score was expressed as the percentage of positive cells relative to the total
number of tumor cells. For each slide, the number of positive cells was
counted. These evaluations were performed without knowledge of
clinicopathological data.
Image processing
Colonies were photographed at 24-h intervals during the study (for over
1400 h in some cases) using an inverted phase-contrast microscope
(Diaphot, Nikon, IZASA S.A., Madrid, Spain). Cell colonies showing
adhering growth were considered as two-dimensional systems. Photographs
were scanned with a ﬁnal resolution of 1.3 mm/pixel. Cell colony proﬁles
were hand-traced. Scaling analysis and other measurements were then
performed on these proﬁles with in-house computer software.
Determination of the fractal dimension
of interfaces
To determine the fractal dimension value, data were treated using three
different methods: the box counting method, the yardstick method, and the
y-/x-variance relationship. As expected, for any given interface, total
coincidence between the three methods was found.
Fractals and scaling analysis
In a previous article (Bru´ et al., 1998), we established the fractal nature of the
contours of rat astrocyte glioma C6 colonies and used scaling analysis to
show that the colony growth dynamics belonged to the MBE class. The
analysis of tumor/colony contours was based on the fractal geometry
established by Mandelbrot (1982), and on the scale invariance of fractal
interfaces. The same techniques are used in the present paper to show that all
tumors/colonies have these same dynamics.
Fractal interfaces—for example, those shown in Fig. 1 which correspond
to different culture times of a HeLa cell colony—show temporal and spatial
invariances during the process of roughening. The increase in irregularity of
a front—or roughening (roughness is a useful quantitative measurement of
FIGURE 1 Cell colony contours. Contours of a C6 cell line at different
culture times. Morphology of tumor contours determines the dynamic
behavior of growth by means of the scale invariances of their complex
structures.
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the irregularity of an interface such as that of a tumor or cell colony
contour)—is generally analyzed in terms of a time- and position-dependent
function called the ‘‘local width function’’ or ‘‘interface width,’’ w(l,t). This
is deﬁned as the root mean square of the deviations of an interface about its
mean value and is deﬁned by the relationship
wðl; tÞ ¼ 1
N
+
N
i1
riðtÞ  rih il½ 2
 1=2
L
(1)
as a function of the arc length l and the time t, where L is the length of the
whole contour, ri the distance from the center of the tumor mass to the point i
of the interface, and hrii the average radius of the arc length (Fig. 2). The
term h.il is the local average of subsets of arc length l, and {.}L is the overall
average of the system (Bru´ et al., 1998).
As a result of the fractal nature of the interface—or the cell colony
contour—the interface width possesses a series of both spatial and temporal
invariances which provide the basis for scaling analysis (see Appendix A).
All these invariances exhibit power law behavior, and for each type of
invariance a critical exponent can be deﬁned as the power law exponent. The
power law behavior arises from the dependence of the interface width on the
observation length and timescales. Usually, these interfaces become more
and more rough as time goes by until, in some cases, the interfaces are
always of the same roughness—they reach saturation.
How this roughening process develops both in time and in space is
described by ﬁve critical exponents. Two of these exponents are related to
the geometry of the system, quantifying its roughness on two scales: at the
small scale of the system, i.e., the local roughness critical exponent aloc, and
at system size scale, i.e., the global roughness critical exponent aglob. The
third exponent is related to the development of the interface width with time:
b, the growth exponent. A further exponent is the dynamic exponent, z,
which is related to the correlation time of the interface. The physical
meaning of this exponent is related to the celerity by which the information
about points growing on the interface is transmitted across the interface.
Finally, when the development of the interface is anomalous from a dynamic
point of view, it is deﬁned by another growth exponent, b*, which describes
this anomaly in time. By determining this set of ﬁve exponents, which are
not independent (see Appendix A), the dynamics of the interface can be
known, as well as the main mechanisms responsible for growth. The
dynamics of a process is written in its interface, and this information can be
extracted by determining these critical exponents.
All known dynamic processes have been classiﬁed into just a few
universality classes, each comprising all those physical processes with the
same type of dynamics, and each characterized by having a different set of
values for this series of critical exponents. Further, each universality class
reﬂects the main conditioning factor responsible for growth, which can be
described by a continuum stochastic equation.
RESULTS
Fractality of contours
The ﬁrst condition that must be fulﬁlled to apply scaling
analysis techniques is that the growth behavior of a process
lie in the fractal nature of the interface.
The contours of a series of colonies of different cell lines
and tumors were morphometrically analyzed to calculate
their geometric dimensions (Tables 1 and 2) (see Materials
and Methods). In all cases, a noninteger value, i.e., a fractal
dimension (df), was found. The values lay in the range 1.05–
1.30, characteristic of any fractal object. These values are in
good agreement with previous determinations of the fractal
dimensions in melanomas and skin lesions (Claridge et al.,
1992; Cross et al., 1995). The complexity of the contours of
both colonies and tumors is due to the complexity of the
growth process rather than the individual characteristics of
the cells that compose them. In all the tumors/colonies
studied, the dynamics were the same, and, therefore, fractal
dimensions do not seem to depend on the morphological
characteristics of the cells but rather on the growth process.
The differences found in the fractal dimensions might be
related to the growth medium (in vivo versus in vitro) or to
speciﬁc conditions in the culture or of the growth process.
During colony growth, the value of df remained constant
in all the cell lines studied. It is remarkable that the cell line
HT-29 (colon adenocarcinoma) had an in vitro fractal
dimension of 1.12 and a corresponding in vivo value of
1.30 (Tables 1 and 2). This difference indicates the greater
complexity of the host tissue wherein tumors grow compared
to the culture medium in which cell colonies are cultivated
(much more homogeneous). From these results, the fractality
of all the tested cell lines and tumors was established, and
contour fractality allowed scaling techniques to be used to
obtain growth dynamics.
Growth dynamics
The dynamics and basic mechanisms of growth processes
can be fully described by the set of ﬁve critical exponents
determined by scaling analysis. Two of these exponents are
directly related to the border’s shape: local roughness, aloc,
and global roughness, aglob. The other three are related to the
development over time of the contours: b and b* (the growth
exponents), and z (the dynamic exponent).
The 15 cell lines were grown in culture to determine the
critical exponents of their colony contours by analyzing them
at intervals of 24 h. In all cases, the following characteristic
values were obtained (Figs. 3 and 4): aloc ¼ 0.96 0.1, aglob
¼ 1.5 6 0.15, b ¼ 0.38 6 0.07, b* ¼ 0.15 6 0.05, and
z ¼ 4.0 6 0.5 (Table 1). These values indicate that the
FIGURE 2 Interface width of a tumor or cell colony border. The interface
width is calculated for sectors with an arc length l. For each arc length, the
mean value of the interface and the ﬂuctuations around it are calculated to
obtain the corresponding interface width. For a given value of the length of
a sector, all values of the interface width are averaged to obtain the ﬁnal
value of the arc length l, w(l,t). The power law behavior of w(l,t) versus l
provides the local roughness critical exponent.
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growth dynamics of cell colonies correspond to the MBE
universality class (Das Sarma et al., 1994) (aloc ¼ 1.0,
aglob ¼ 1.5, b ¼ 3/8, b* ¼ 1/8, and z ¼ 4.0). This is de-
scribed by the following linear continuum equation (Das
Sarma et al., 1994; Bru´ et al., 1998; Kessler et al., 1992):
@hðx; tÞ
@t
¼ K @
4
hðx; tÞ
@x
4 1F1hðx; tÞ; (2)
where h(x,t) is the position on the tumor or colony border, K
is the surface diffusion coefﬁcient (which is independent of
critical exponents), F is the growth rate, and h(x,t) is random
noise where hh(x,t)i ¼ 0 and the correlation hh(x,t) h(x9,t9)i
¼ 2Dd(xx9)d(tt9) is seen. The ﬁrst term on the right side
of the equation implies that the growth process is
characterized by the surface diffusion of cells (Bru´ et al.,
1998).
Host-tumor interfaces were used to calculate the values of
local (aloc) and global (aglob) roughness for the 16 tumor
types investigated. These values were characteristically 0.9
6 0.1 and 1.5 6 0.15, respectively. The time-related critical
exponents (b, b*, and z) could not be calculated for obvious
reasons.
These values of the critical exponents of tumor roughness
do not agree with the theoretical values of the MBE
universality class in 211 dimensions for linear systems and
in which the system size does not change. However, it must
be taken into account that, in this case, there are two very
important qualitative differences that could cause the values
of the exponents to vary: the symmetry of the system is
circular, not linear, and the system size varies with time.
Presently, the values that would be obtained for the critical
exponents in the latter case are unknown and require
investigation in future work. In any event, as the following
section shows, both experimental and clinical evidence
indicate that, for tumors in vivo, the dynamics behaves as
though the main mechanism responsible for growth were
cell diffusion at the interface. Therefore, in both cases,
a growth pattern characterized by the following can be
foreseen:
1. Cell diffusion at the colony or tumor borders;
2. Cell proliferation mainly restricted to the colony or tumor
border, i.e., growth is greatly inhibited inside the colony
or tumor;
3. A linear growth rate for both colonies and tumors.
TABLE 1 In vitro cell lines
Cell line Type Origin df aloc aglob b z b* Growth rate (mm/h)
HT-29 Colon adenocarcinoma Human 1.13 0.91 1.51 0.38 3.9 0.15 1.93
HT-29 M6 Mucus secreting HT-29 cells Human 1.12 0.91 1.47 0.37 3.9 0.14 1.85
C-33a Cervix carcinoma Human 1.25 0.89 1.48 0.36 4.1 0.14 6.40
Saos-2 Osteosarcoma Human 1.34 0.92 1.50 0.37 4.0 0.14 0.94
AT5 Primary human foreskin ﬁbroblasts Human 1.23 0.91 1.48 0.37 4.0 0.14 8.72
HeLa Cervix carcinoma Human 1.30 0.90 1.47 0.39 3.7 0.15 1.34
3T3 Mouse ﬁbroblasts Animal 1.20 0.90 1.51 0.37 4.0 0.15 1.10
3T3 K-ras Transformed mouse ﬁbroblasts Animal 1.32 0.91 1.52 0.39 3.8 0.16 1.89
3T3 V-src Transformed mouse ﬁbroblasts Animal 1.34 0.90 1.50 0.38 3.9 0.15 1.35
VERO C African green monkey kidney cells Animal 1.18 0.92 1.50 0.38 3.9 0.15 5.10
Car B Mouse spindle carcinoma Animal 1.20 0.93 1.51 0.37 4.1 0.14 2.06
MCA3D Mouse keratinocytes Animal 1.09 0.89 1.52 0.39 3.9 0.16 3.73
Mv1Lu Mink, lung epithelial cells Animal 1.23 0.90 1.52 0.36 4.2 0.15 11.50
B16 Mouse melanoma Animal 1.13 0.93 1.55 0.37 4.2 0.13 5.83
C6 Rat astrocytoma Animal 1.21 0.91 1.49 0.37 4.0 0.14 2.90
The in vitro growth of individual cell clones was studied by analyzing colony contours every 24 h.
df is the fractal dimension measured by the box-counting method. The errors in df, aloc, aglob, b, z, and b* are 60.03, 60.05, 60.15, 60.08, 60.5, and
60.08, respectively. The error of growth rate is #0.01 mm/h. From the values of fractal dimensions, no geometrical difference between tumoral and
nontumoral cell lines and between tumoral cell lines depending on their origin, species, or accumulated genetic changes could be established.
TABLE 2 Human and animal tumors
Type Origin df aloc aglob
Colorectal adenocarcinoma
(protruded)
Human 1.29 0.90 1.57
Colorectal adenocarcinoma
(excavated)
Human 1.17 0.89 1.39
Thyroid carcinoma Human 1.05 0.90 1.34
Melanoma Human 1.35 0.78 1.40
Lung epidermoid carcinoma Human 1.19 0.94 1.40
Mammary adenocarcinoma Human 1.31 0.89 1.41
Mammary nodal metastases Human 1.31 0.89 1.43
Melanoma nodal metastases Human 1.06 0.89 1.42
Gallbladder adenocarcinoma Human 1.27 0.95 1.37
Basocellular carcinoma Human 1.25 0.93 1.45
Colorectal adenoma Human 1.10 0.95 1.53
Gastric adenocarcinoma Human 1.21 0.95 1.33
Vocal chord epidermoid Human 1.23 0.93 1.42
Esophagus adenocarcinoma Human 1.20 0.91 1.30
FibroEhrlicht Animal 1.27 0.94 1.47
Colon adenocarcinoma Animal 1.19 0.91 1.43
Tumor contours were analyzed and their critical exponents aloc and aglob
determined, as well as their fractal dimension df measured by the box-
counting method. The errors in df, aloc, and aglob were 60.05, 60.15, and
60.03, respectively.
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Experimental assessment of the features
imposed by MBE class dynamics
Cell surface diffusion
MBE dynamics implies surface diffusion of cells, i.e., their
movement along the tumor/colony border, not their free
movement away from it. This should not be entirely
surprising since cell movement is a well-known phenome-
non, as is the increase in motility of tumor cells. However,
the diffusion associated with MBE dynamics is not random,
but more frequent toward places where there is a large
coordination number (in this case derived from the number
of cells that surround a given cell). Therefore, diffusion to
zones with greater local curvatures, i.e., with larger
coordination numbers, should be expected. Preliminary
studies recording cell colonies by time lapse video suggest
FIGURE 3 Scaling analysis of the
colony interface width. The interface
width is shown against window size for
the HT-29 (colon adenocarcinoma) cell
line at different times (t ¼ 288 h
(black), 624 h (green), 986 h (red),
1203 h (blue), and 1348 h (cyan)).
From the shape, the value of the local
roughness exponent aloc¼ 0.916 0.10
is obtained. In the inset of this ﬁgure,
the transformation of w(l,t) into w(l,t)/
la and l into l/t(1/z)) shows that these
curves collapse into a single, universal
curve with z ¼ 4.0 and aglob ¼ 1.5.
FIGURE 4 Scaling analysis of the
colony power spectrum. This ﬁgure
shows the structure factors of an HT-29
(colon adenocarcinoma) cell line at
different times (t ¼ 288 h (black), 624
h (green), 986 h (red), 1203 h (blue),
and 1348 h (cyan)). The global rough-
ness exponent is obtained from the
shape of these curves (2 aglob11 ¼
4.0), which gives a value for this
critical exponent of 1.5. Transform-
ing S(k,t) into S(l,t).k2a11 and k into
k.t(1/z), these curves collapse into a
single universal curve as seen in the
inset of this ﬁgure, with z ¼ 4.0 and
aglob ¼ 1.5.
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that, at least for HT-29 cells, this is the case (Fig. 5).
However, more work is needed to address the biomolecular
features of this, especially since it constitutes the main
mechanism of colony and tumor proliferation.
Cell proliferation is restricted to the colony or tumor border
To experimentally support this second characteristic of MBE
dynamics, actively proliferating cells within colonies and
tumors were labeled with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) and
Ki-67, respectively. Fig. 6 shows a representative colony
labeled after 260 h of culture. The proliferative activity was
located mainly within the external portion. It must be borne
in mind that at this time the greater part of the colony is not
inhibited. This is conﬁrmed by the velocity curve. However,
a clear tendency toward the restriction of cell proliferation to
the edge of the colony was seen. Thus, the outer region
occupied 20% of the colony’s surface but included 47% of
all proliferating cells. Fig. 7 shows that cell proliferation is
further restricted to the colony border in HeLa cells grown
over a longer period (380 h). Similar results were obtained
when analyzing tumor specimens (Figs. 8 and 9). Active Ki-
67 cells were clearly concentrated in the external portion of
tumors. Fig. 8 represents a colon adenocarcinoma. In this
case, 80% of the active cells were found in the outer 20% of
tumors; only 6% were found in the innermost 50% of the
tumor. This constraint of cell proliferation to the border was
also obtained even for polypous carcinomas. Figs. 6 c; 7,
bottom, 8 c; and 9 show that, in every case, the number of
proliferating cells increases as a function of the colony or
tumor radius. This indicates a relationship between the
ability to proliferate and spatial distribution within the
colony or tumor. As a consequence, these data also indicate
that proliferation is inhibited in the innermost areas.
Linear growth rate
In all studied cases, tumor radius grows linearly with time.
The growth rate of colonies was obtained by plotting the
variation of the mean radius as a function of time.
Common to all cell lines, colony growth was dominated
by a linear growth regime throughout the culture period (up
to 1400 h). This regime is, in most cases, preceded by an
exponential transitional phase lasting 200 h on average. The
slope of the linear regime indicates the average growth
velocity of the colony, which was different depending on the
cell line (Table 1) and growth substrate (not shown). It is
important to note that the mean growth velocity of the
colonies is characteristic of the process, and not of the cell
line. It probably depends on a variety of external factors such
as the experimental conditions, the available nutrients, type
of medium, etc.
Changing the substrate did not modify the dynamic
behavior, except for the average growth velocity. Fig. 9
shows the corresponding growth rate analysis of the HT-29
cell line. In this case, the exponential regime was one of the
longest, lasting a little less than 400 h. Though exponential
phases were shorter, similar results were found for all the cell
lines studied. The inset of Fig. 9 shows the growth rate in
semilogarithmic representation. It is not an exponential
process; if it were, a straight line would be obtained.
In vivo tumor growth rate could not be measured directly
as explained above. However, the restriction of cell
proliferation to the tumor contour mathematically implies
a linear growth rate.
DISCUSSION
Elucidating the basic mechanisms of tumor growth is one of
the most intricate problems in the ﬁeld of tumor biology, and
one of its major challenges. Many attempts have been made
in recent decades to obtain a mathematical model that would
allow us to discern these basic features of cell and tumor
growth (Shackney, 1970; Durand, 1990; Gatenby and
Gawlinsky, 1996; Byrne, 1997; Hart et al., 1998; Scalerandi
et al., 1999; Drasdo, 2000; Kansal et al., 2000; Sherrat and
Chaplain, 2001; Ferreira et al., 2002). Several different
hypotheses have been postulated to describe the main
conditioning factor of tumor growth, and nutrient competi-
tion between tumor cells or tumor and host cells is currently
the most accepted. This concept of tumor growth is a legacy
of an older problem, that concerning the growth of bacterial
colonies. In the latter, it has been fully shown that the main
mechanism is nutrient competition. However, this cannot be
extrapolated to tumor growth. First, the majority of these
models reproduce patterns with a roughness exponent of aloc
¼ 0.5, which is in good agreement with the Eden model
(Eden, 1961). Second, the kinetic behavior that reproduces
these models is Gompertzian. However, it should be
mentioned that there is often no qualitative or quantitative
comparison made of these models. The roughness of
simulated patterns obtained from mathematical models that
consider nutrient competition is largely in good agreement
with that corresponding to the Eden model, i. e., aloc ¼ 0.5.
Other types of mathematical models also partially reproduce
some features of tumor growth. Nevertheless, the majority
are very restrictive in their hypothesis or use a series of
conditions that are insufﬁcient to reproduce the main features
of tumor growth.
This work provides a very extensive and detailed study of
pattern morphology both of tumors and cell colonies. From
the behavior of the corresponding contours, both in time and
with length scales, and by applying scaling techniques, the
dynamics and the main mechanism responsible for tumor
growth can be extracted without the need of any hypothesis.
This is one of the major advantages of scaling analysis.
Scaling techniques used to analyze the fractal nature of cell
colonies growing in vitro, and of tumors developing in vivo,
showed them to exhibit exactly the same growth dynamics
independent of cell type. These dynamics are compatible not
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with the currently and widely accepted idea of Gompertzian
growth, but with the MBE universality class, which involves
a linear growth regime. It should be remembered that the
concept of a Gompertzian growth regime is based on the
exponential growth of cells, and an exponentially decaying
growth rate is assumed. The Gompertz law is considered
a robust feature of the nutrient-limited model of cancer
growth. However, according to the present analysis, the main
mechanism responsible for tumor progression would be cell
diffusion at the tumor border.
Strikingly, the dynamics obtained for the studied tumors
and cell colonies are the same for any cell proliferation
process, independent of cell line or the in vivo or in vitro
nature of growth. These dynamics, which are also obeyed
in other phenomena such as crystal growth, possess the
property of super-roughness. This means that the traditional
Eden growth model (Eden, 1961), conceived to satisfy cell
proliferation processes, does not explain tumor growth. The
Eden model is the simplest growth model that can be deﬁned
based on random particle deposition and aggregation. The
surface of an Eden cluster obeys scaling dynamics with
aloc ¼ aglob ¼ 0.5. Far from this behavior, however, the
present results show that cell proliferation dynamics exhibit
super-roughness (aglob $ 1.0) as an effect of surface
diffusion, a process which tends to smooth the tumor or
colony borders. The stochastic nature of duplication induces
cell colony or tumor roughness, but this is generally
counterbalanced by a smoothing or ordering process due to
the mobility of generated cells. Cell diffusion on the tumor or
colony border tends to counterbalance the effect of random
duplication. There is, therefore, a mean doubling time (the
duration of the cell cycle) with some dispersion around this
value. Physically, this effect is described in Eq. 2 by the
noise term.
In addition, as in the case of crystal growth where
evaporation effects do not alter dynamic behavior in MBE
universal dynamics, the movement of cells away from the
colony/tumor does not inﬂuence the growth process.
The widely accepted concept of tumor growth kinetics is
based on the assumption that tumor cells grow exponentially.
However, it is generally recognized that this assumption is
applicable to virtually no solid tumor growing in vivo
(Shackney et al., 1978). Given an exponential-like growth
regime, doubling times would be similar to the total duration
FIGURE 5 Cell surface diffusion. The dynamic behav-
ior of cells growing in a colony is compatible with the
molecular beam epitaxy universality class, of which
surface diffusion is characteristic, i.e., cells located at the
growing interface tend to migrate along the colony border.
To show this movement, a clone of HT-29 cells formed
after 300 h of culture was recorded by time lapse video.
The ﬁgure shows different steps of this movement: (a) the
arrow indicates a cell just after division; (b–e) the arrows
follow this cell to show how it moves along the colony
border; (e) the arrow shows the resting site of this cell at
the interface. The local curvature radius is positive at the
initial (a) and negative at the ﬁnal (e) sites, consistent with
predictions derived from molecular beam epitaxy dynam-
ics and reﬂected experimentally for the ﬁrst time here.
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of the cell cycle. Nevertheless, tumor doubling times are
strikingly longer than cell cycle times, e.g., more than 100-
fold in breast carcinomas (Shackney, 1993). These differ-
ences are even more remarkable in large tumors. This is
currently explained as a consequence of tumor cell loss and/
or a low rate of cell production because of nutrient
deprivation and/or waste product accumulation (Shackney,
1993).
Based on the results, it can be stated that tumor growth
would be well described by a linear regime. It is then
needless to account for the different incidental processes
that might explain disagreements between a theoretical
basis—the supposed exponential regime—and experimental
observations which appear to show growth to be linear. It is
important to again point out that, in this paper, a linear
process means one in which rate changes with time in
a completely linear way.
As already described, this linear regime implies that there
are less actively proliferating cells, and that these are not
randomly distributed throughout the whole volume of the
tumor, but homogeneously constrained to the border. Only
when the colony is small enough to assume that most cells
are located at the growing border is the growth regime
depicted by an exponential—but still transient—phase.
Other than the growth dynamics of any type of tumor/
colony being the same, the most important result of this
study is perhaps that cell movement occurs at their surface.
This type of movement (Fig. 5) invalidates the hypothesis
that the main mechanism responsible for tumor growth is
nutrient competition between cells. As seen in Fig. 10, newly
generated cells move to sites with a higher coordination
number, i.e., with a higher number of neighboring cells. This
movement is that predicted by MBE dynamics and, from
a mathematical point of view, is the movement originated by
the fourth-order derivative in Eq. 2.
Tumors are surrounded by a very thin acidic environment
as a result of cell metabolism (these cells mainly consume
glucose and secrete lactic acid, increasing the acidity of the
environment). Following the rules of cell surface diffusion as
in MBE dynamics, the ﬁnal position of a diffusing cell will
be in a region in which the quantity of nutrients or oxygen is
lower since it becomes surrounded by a greater number of
FIGURE 6 Spatial distribution of
cell proliferation in colonies. (a) A
clone of HT-29 cells formed after 260 h
of culture and labeled with bromodeox-
yuridine (BrdU). (b) Cells scored as
BrdU positive. (c) Three different
regions can be distinguished: an inner
region of radius r1 ¼ R/2 practically
without activity, an intermediate region
from r1 to r2 ¼ 0.8R with a linear
increase in activity, and a third region
from r2 to r3 ¼ R which has half of the
whole colony activity. The outer region
has 20% of the whole colony surface
and 47% of total activity. (d ) Various
contours have been traced according to
a division of the colony (from the
center of its mass) into 10 inner
contours of radii R/10, 2R/10, 3R/10,
. . .. 9R/10 and R (where R is the whole
colony radius). Taking into account the
number of BrdU stained cells, the
spatial distribution of active cells is
determined as a function of the radius.
In the inset, the cumulative activity rate
is plotted as a function of the colony
surface. To a large extent, cell pro-
liferation is seen to be located at the
colony border. It is very important to
note that (as seen in Fig. 4) for HT-29
line cells, a growing time of 260 h still
corresponds to an exponential regime,
in which contact inhibition is still very
scarce. Only after 400 h does growth of
the colony reach a linear regime with
respect to the radius. From this mo-
ment, colony activity is constrained
more and more to the border, as
expected from its dynamics.
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cells. Moreover, as a consequence of cell metabolism, the pH
of this region will be lower than at the cell’s initial position.
The lack of oxygen in the concave regions where new cells
deposit does not constitute an obstacle to tumor growth since
cell proliferation is supported by anaerobic respiration
(Eskey et al., 1993). Oxygen is a limiting factor only for
functions such as differentiation, respiration, and mechanical
work. This movement determines the mechanism responsi-
ble for the growth dynamics: as this work has determined
both theoretically and experimentally, it is not possible to
conceive tumor growth merely as a process of nutrient
competition. On the contrary, this movement can be
understood as the search for space by tumoral cells. In its
initial position in Fig. 10, the mechanical pressure the new
cell undergoes is greater than in its ﬁnal position. This
obliges that tumor growth be considered a process in which
a mass grows and looks for space to avoid the mechanical
response of both the host tissue and the immune response.
This has a number of consequences with respect to the
treatment of solid tumors. First, the effectiveness of
chemotherapy becomes dependent on the speciﬁc surface
of tumors. Given that the proliferating cells sensitive to
antiproliferative agents are mainly associated with the
surface of tumors, then the effectiveness of chemotherapy
must decrease as tumor size increases. For this reason, the
current log-kill concept of chemotherapy assumes a constant
effect at random (Skipper et al., 1970), but it fails
experimentally in large tumors (Shackney, 1970; Skipper
et al., 1970). The concept of log kill rests on the fact that each
chemotherapeutic cycle kills 90% of all cells in proliferation.
But if proliferative cells are restricted to the border of the
tumor and are not randomly distributed, as this work argues,
the relative fraction of cells in proliferation compared to the
total number of cells in the whole tumor is clearly much
smaller. Chemotherapy would certainly kill all the cells on
the border—but the inner cells, prevented from proliferating
by the pressure exerted on them through the lack of space,
would escape the effect of the therapeutic agent. They would
therefore survive to become the new peripheral, proliferative,
layer. However, their number would be again small in
FIGURE 7 Spatial distribution of cell pro-
liferation in colonies. As in Fig. 6, a spatial
study of cell proliferation was made. This case
corresponds to a HeLa cell line after 360 h of
culture time. Cells in mitosis are stained brown.
The three different regions in the ﬁgure contain
50%, 30%, and 20% of total tumor surface,
respectively (inside to outside); cell prolifera-
tion is therefore mainly restricted to the border.
As time progresses, cell proliferation will be
more and more restricted to the colony border.
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comparison to the total number of cells of the tumor—and so
the process repeats itself. The efﬁcacy of chemotherapy
would be less than expected if all the cells in the tumor were
randomly proliferating. It is important to note that both
primary tumors and metastases show the same growth
dynamics (Table 2). It is also well known that hypoxia is
associated with resistance to radiation therapy and chemo-
therapy (Harris, 2002). This is also an important point to
consider in developing therapy strategies if, following MBE
dynamics, cells migrate to positions where they are more
likely to suffer hypoxia (Figs. 5 and 10).
Second, aneuploidy (Caratero et al., 1990; Tomita, 1995),
along with other genetic abnormalities (Sun et al., 1998;
Ried et al., 1999), is more frequent than expected in
advanced solid tumors, and less frequent in early stage than
in advanced cancer. The genetic mutation rates in tumor cells
are thought to be linked to the number of mitotic cell
divisions (Nicholson, 1987). If an exponential growth
regime is assumed, each cell must undergo 32 divisions to
form a 2 cm3 tumor (;4 3 109 cells). However, in a linear
growth regime, the number of divisions by cells on the
surface would be ;30 times greater than at the center.
Naturally, this leads to a higher frequency of genetic
abnormalities in cells at the growing tumor border. In this
way, if we consider that metastases are generated from cells
from the border of the primary tumor (Fukakawa, 1997), it is
completely coherent that metastatic cells would be always
more aneuploid than those of primary tumors. A linear
growth regime provides a much better explanation of this
than does exponential growth.
Another implication of a linear growth regime is that the
most malignant cells should be located at the tumor border.
This is because cells become more malignant as the number
of chromosomal aberrations increases (Rasnick and Dues-
berg, 1999) (i.e., as the number of cell divisions increases).
Given enough time, the accumulation of aberrations would
probably lead to cell death, but tumors become mortal for the
patient before this point is reached. Accordingly, the
malignancy of cells should increase along the tumor radius:
the further from the center, the more malignant the cell
should be. One of the important clinical consequences of this
is that it explains the discrepancy between anatomopatho-
logical analysis of biopsies and the diagnosis of many
cancers. The doctor who performs the biopsy usually takes
a sample from the center of the tumor to be sure that what is
taken corresponds to the lesion. But if growth is linear, and
FIGURE 8 Spatial distribution of cell pro-
liferation in tumors. (a) A human colon
adenocarcinoma. (b) Cells scored as Ki-67
positive. (c) Tumor mass has been divided into
three regions having 50%, 30%, and 20% of
the whole tumor surface (inside to outside).
The distribution of cell proliferation in these
three regions (having a mean radius of R/2, 8R/
10, and R, respectively, R being the mean
radius of the tumor) is 6%, 14%, and 80%,
respectively. (d) Various contours have been
traced according to a division of the tumor
(from the center of its mass) into 10 inner
contours of radii r/10, 2r/10, 3r/10, . . .. 9r/10,
and r (where r is the whole tumor radius).
Taking into account the number of Ki-67
stained cells, the spatial distribution of active
cells is determined as a function of the radius.
In the inset, the cumulative activity rate is
plotted as a function of the colony surface.
Spatial activity distribution corresponding to
the three regions determined by r1 ¼ R/2, r2 ¼
8R/10, and r3 ¼ R is shown. Cell proliferation
is mainly located at the tumor border, rather
than randomly and homogeneously throughout
the tumor as might be expected.
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the malignancy of cells increases along the tumor radius,
such a biopsy would always take the least malignant cells
and might lead to diagnostic error (Liberman et al., 2000).
A major phenotypic hallmark of tumor cells is thought to
be the lack of inhibition of the cell proliferation process.
However, a downregulation of cell proliferation is shown by
the present BrdU (for in vitro cell colonies) and Ki-67 (for in
vivo tumors) labeling data (Figs. 7 and 8). Some type of
inhibition of cell proliferation must therefore be operating on
cells inside tumors. This has been observed experimentally
on numerous occasions. Traditionally, it has been ascribed to
necrosis, probably as a result of poor vascularization. In the
present experiments, the same type of behavior is seen.
However, at no time could the inhibition of proliferation
have been due to central necrosis since none of the tumors
became necrotic. Further, in the in vivo studies, no
correlation was found between the presence of blood vessels
inside tumors and any increase in proliferation. However, the
proposed model offers a new interpretation for the inhibition
of cell proliferation inside tumors. The tumor contour is
super-rough, indicating that tumors adopt the best shape for
bearing the ‘‘pressure’’ exerted by the host organ and the
inﬂammatory response, and it is these ‘‘pressure effects’’ that
may be inhibiting proliferation of cells. Cells inside the
tumor can proliferate if they have room to do so, but at the
moment cell density becomes so high that there is no longer
any space, inhibition begins. Durand (1990) showed that
quiescent cells, when extracted from tumors and cultured,
recover their proliferative capacity and resume their
preinhibition cell cycle. This inhibition does not exist at
the tumor border. The spatial distribution of mitotic cells in
Figs. 6–8 ﬁt a barometric distribution, i.e., an exponential
distribution in good agreement with the argument derived
from surface cell movement and the concept of tumor growth
as a search for space. A growing tumor has therefore to
release enough space at the host-tumor interface. This
requirement is in line with the critical roles assigned in
cancer invasion to the development of an acidic environment
destroying parenchymal cells at the host-tumor interface
(Gatenby and Gawlinsky, 1996) and/or the presence of
tumor metalloproteinases cleaving the extracellular matrix
(Sato et al., 1994; Egeblad and Werb, 2002), and also with
the notion that tumor cells require enough motility to
invade—growing cells cannot simply be pushed along a solid
substratum to which they are adhered (Abercrombie, 1979).
Thus, the dynamics, which has been veriﬁed in all studied
cases, predict that tumor growth might be constrained by
host tissue resistance if no space is released, as suggested by
the suppression of tumorigenesis when tumor cells lack
FIGURE 9 Colony growth. Devel-
opment over time of the mean radius
of a colony of HT-29 (colon adenocar-
cinoma) cells. The mean radius shows
a linear regime with time (linear ﬁt
shown in red), which gives a constant
interface speed of 0.29 mm/h. This
result is incompatible with the general
assumption that tumors grow exponen-
tially. An exponential regime is ob-
served only at very early times, during
which all cells are active. Later, in the
linear regime, a very important cell
fraction is partially contact-inhibited,
and the majority of colony activity is
constrained to a very ﬁne band at the
border, as suggested by the universal
dynamic behavior determined for the
growth process of any type of colony.
This result supports the impossibility of
the division of all cells in the colony,
which would give an exponential re-
gime for radius or size at any time.
FIGURE 10 Cell surface diffusion. A schematic diagram of surface
diffusion at the tumor border. A new cell born in 1 migrates until
a neighboring position, 2, in which the local curvature of the interface is
higher and the coordination number is greater than at its original position.
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proper matrix metalloproteinases (Wilson et al., 1997) or
when there is an increase in matrix proteins at the stroma-
stroma border (Bleuel et al., 1999). In addition, a loss of
tumorigenicity might occur if such a space is reﬁlled with
host cells more resistant to an acidic microenvironment. The
fact that tumor cells transduced with certain cytokines lose
their tumorigenicity by a mechanism involving a strong
recruitment of neutrophils (Hirose et al., 1995; Musiani et al.,
1996; Milella et al., 1999) supports this possibility. These
cells are resistant to extracellular acidosis (Gukovskaya et al.,
1992; Serrano et al., 1996) and may compete for space at the
acidic host-tumor interface.
These pressure effects, as an inhibiting factor of tumor cell
proliferation, are in good agreement with previous reports
on solid state stress in tumor spheroids (Haji-Karim and
Carlsson, 1978; Mueller-Klieser, 1997; Acker, 1998;
Hamilton, 1998; Kunz-Schugart et al., 1998; Santini and
Rainaldi, 1999). These spheroids are clusters of cancer cells
that have been widely used in the laboratory to study the
early stages of avascular tumor growth, the response to
external factors such as supplied nutrients or growth in-
hibitory factors, cellular differentiation, and cell-cell inter-
actions, and have even been used in therapeutically oriented
studies. Helmlinger (1997) showed that solid stress inhibits
their growth. The pressure exerted by the host over the tumor
could explain the deviation of the tumor growth rate from
a pure linear regime. This effect is not present in the two-
dimensional in vitro cell colonies of our study, and this might
be responsible for the pure linear regime of the growth rate
even after very long periods (Fig. 10). Cell colonies in vitro
should undergo a pure linear regime until they reach whole
conﬂuence.
In summary, this article shows that tumor cells of widely
different genetic backgrounds share a common behavior.
When tumors grow in vitro, this behavior is completely
compatible with MBE universality dynamics. Further, there
is sufﬁciently abundant and clear biological and clinical
evidence to suggest that this is also the case in vivo, although
further work is needed to conﬁrm this. In any case,
a universal tumor growth dynamics is observed for any type
of tumor in vivo, independently of any other characteristic of
tumoral cell lines. This dynamics is always governed by
processes of cell surface diffusion. However, more work is
needed to fully determine the whole dynamical behavior of
tumor growth. The fractality of the contour of all the studied
cell colonies and tumors has been demonstrated. Scaling
techniques show that in vitro and in vivo cell proliferation
would obey the same dynamics, independent of cell line
or any other characteristic. These universal dynamics are
compatible with a linear growth regime, a result in contrast
with the currently accepted exponential or Gompertzian
models of tumor growth. The main mechanism responsible
for tumor progression, as for any cell proliferation process, is
cell diffusion on the tumor border. These results incorporate
the new concept that the major conditioner of tumor growth
is space competition between tumor and the host, which is
more important than nutrient competition or angiogenesis,
etc. The latter must be considered, in some cases, as
necessary or as a coadjuvant condition of tumor growth, but
their effects mainly consist of modifying the growth
rate—perhaps simply allowing it or not. These results
invalidate the current concept of cell proliferation and offer
a uniﬁed view of tumor development. The dynamics
involved provide coherent explanations where the traditional
model cannot. Despite the importance of characteristics
common to the dynamics of the in vivo growth of different
tumors, more work is needed to completely characterize
them. It should not be forgotten that, independent of
interpretations, this article shows for the ﬁrst time that
different tumors have common characteristics such as the
distribution of cell proliferation and their characteristic forms
(that would imply common basic growth processes),
determined via the critical exponents of local and global
roughness.
As a result, some important features of cancer can be
better explained. Moreover, some clinical strategies may
need to be revised.
APPENDIX A: SCALING ANALYSIS
In this procedure, the critical exponents are the so-called local roughness of
the interface, aloc, the interface global roughness, aglob, the dynamic
exponent, z, the growth exponent b, and the critical exponent b*. These
critical exponents originate as a result of the power law behavior of the
geometry, and the development in time of the interface (tumor-host surface)
(Bru´ et al., 1998). This power law behavior is associated with two quantities
used in the description of tumor cell colonies. The ﬁrst is the mean radius of
the colony border:
rh i ¼ N1 +
N
i1
riðtÞ: (3)
Its development over time gives the growth velocity of the tumor. The
second is the rough aspect which can be quantiﬁed in terms of the standard
deviation of the mean radius, denominated the width of the interface:
wðl; tÞ ¼ 1
N
+
N
i1
riðtÞ  rih i1½ 2
 1=2
L
; (4)
where h.il represents the local average of subsets of the arc of length l and
{.}L the average of the whole system. These ﬂuctuations around the average
position of the external cells of colonies grow in time in a power law fashion,
w(l,t); tb, with a characteristic critical exponent b, the growth exponent. In
the same manner, if we select small windows over the whole tumor, the
larger the size of the window, the greater the width of the interface. These
spatially growing ﬂuctuations also follow a power law, w(l,t) ; l aloc, with
another characteristic exponent, aloc,, the local roughness exponent, which
can also be obtained from the scaling behavior of the correlation functions.
The behavior described above cannot be used at all scales in a ﬁnite-size
system such as a tumor because the ﬂuctuations cannot grow indeﬁnitely.
Therefore, there must exist a point at which these temporal ﬂuctuations
saturate, a situation that is not common in systems with circular symmetry.
This critical time is called the saturation time (ts) and its dependence with the
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system size provides a new critical exponent: the dynamic exponent z. These
results for the interface width can be summarized as follows (Baraba´si and
Stanley, 1995):
wðl; tÞ ¼ t
b
if t  tS
laloc if t  tS :

(5)
The last magnitude used in this analysis was the spectrum of the tumor
proﬁles. This quantity measures the characteristic length of interface
structures formed by solid cell colonies in their growth process. Computing
the power spectra as the Fourier transformation of the interface, h(x,t),
a power law behavior is established with an exponent referred to as global
roughness, aglob (Baraba´si and Stanley, 1995; Bru´ et al., 1998; Lo´pez et al.,
1997):
Sðk; tÞ ¼ kð2aglob11Þs kt1=z
 
; (6)
where k is the momentum and s the structure factor.
None of these critical exponents are independent, but are related by the
following:
z ¼ aglob
b
(7)
and
b
 ¼ aglob  aloc
z
; (8)
where b* is another critical exponent. Therefore, the whole set of critical
exponents that determine the dynamics of a growth process is aloc, aglob, b,
b*, and z.
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